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A  סָ ִריסis a man who is not able to father children. If a man develops certain signs
by the age of twenty, we may assume he is a  סָ ִריסand unable to have children. The
 גְּ מָ ָראlists some of these signs and they appear in the graphic, below.
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Review Questions – 'י ְבָ מוֹת ַּדף פ
Read "Inside the Daf" and draw a picture
says that this is a sign
of a  ָס ִריס.
1. What is a ?סריס
the infant will probably
________________________________________________________
not survive.
2. In the times of the Talmud, what sort of baby would rarely survive?
________________________________________________________
3. What is one of the signs of an ?ַאילוֹנית
________________________________________________________

